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Acknowledgement:
The framework and most of questions in part 2 are adopted from Open Budget Survey
(OBS). Open Budget Survey is an initiative of International Budget Partnership, and the
survey is conducted every two years for more than 100 countries. There is a detailed set
of questions covering all the four stages of budget making process. The survey is
conducted for national budgets only and is not applied to sub-national government.
CPDI has been using the idea and a simplied version of this questionnaire to study the
budget making process at district level during the last decade. This is the second time
that this survey is being conducted for provincial budgets. Some questions from the OBS
are redrafted to t in Pakistani context. Keeping in view the CPDI's advocacy agenda and
Pakistani context, some additional questions were also added.
This summary is prepared for printing and distribution in project districts.
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Introduction:
This is the second edition of 'the State of Budget Transparency in Pakistan at federal and
provincial levels'. This report is an analysis of the budget making system in Pakistan and
identies major areas for improvement. CPDI has been engaged in the study of budget
making process for more than one decade. The focus of the engagement was the local
government budgeting. After the 18th amendment to the constitution of Pakistan, and
discontinuation of local government system in Pakistan, majority of nancial resources
are under the control of provincial governments. Consequently, since the last year, the
research focus of CPDI has also shifted to provincial budgets.
This year's methodology of the study is an improvement over the last year. Three new
areas of enquiry have been added to the survey. These include: periodic reports released
by the governments on budget implementation, audit by supreme audit institutions and
online availability of budget resources.
Transparency in government business and accountability to the citizens has remained
central agenda of CPDI since its inception in 2005. CPDI is committed to make the
governments' processes transparent and inclusive. This research report is an attempt
towards this commitment and points out the deciencies in the budget making process. It
is the responsibility of civil society to engage with government institutions and work
towards improvement of the systems. CPDI will make this annual report a constant
feature and schedule its release on International Day for Universal Access to Information
on September 28.
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Executive Summary
This report highlights the lack of transparency and participatory approach while
formulating and implementing the budgets in Pakistan. An average score of 35% in this
survey indicates that federal and provincial governments are reluctant to share sufcient
information with the citizens. In Open Budget Index, Pakistan is ranked along with
1
Myanmar and Cameron with 28 points. This indicates that globally Pakistan is placed in
the group of countries that has not achieved sufcient level of transparency in budget
making process.
This report consists of two parts: Part A is about the information requests sent to various
federal ministries and provincial departments. The information asked in these
information requests is related to documents prepared and decisions made during
various stages of budget making process. Part B consists of analyzing the
comprehensiveness of budget documents and sharing the budget related information
with citizens
During the two months preceding the nalization of budget, a total of 150 information
requests were sent to the randomly selected federal ministries and provincial
departments about budget making process. Of the 38 information requests sent to
federal ministries, no reply was received within the stipulated time. Similarly, a total of
112 information requests were sent to provincial departments of four provinces. None of
the provincial departments responded with the provision of requested information within
the time frame. Complaints were made to information commissions but not a single
ministry/ department provided the information in given time even after the intervention
of Information Commissions.
For the second part, a questionnaire was developed to measure the comprehensiveness
of the budget documents, transparency, and inclusiveness of the processes. overall, the
KP government ranked rst with 37% points scored. The Punjab government is the
runner up with 36% points. Federal Government and Sindh are tied at third position with
35% points and Balochistan is the ranked last with 34% points. All the governments
performed satisfactorily for the comprehensiveness of the budget documents. It is
observed that international standards of functional and economic classication are
being met. The governments, however, performed low in case of citizens' participation in
budget making process, legislative oversight of executives during the budget making
process and release of periodic reports on budget implementation.
1

Open Budget Index assesses the public's access to information on how the central government raises and
spends public resources. New Zealand and South Africa are joint rst with 87/100 points.
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Methodology
The methodology has two parts:
A. Testing the State of Budget Transparency in Pakistan through Reactive Disclosure
This component consists of sending information requests to randomly selected
federal ministries and provincial departments.
Following are the ministries/ departments where information requests were sent.
Federal Ministry

Provincial
Department
(Balochistan)

Provincial
Department
(KPK)

Provincial
Department
(Punjab)

Provincial
Department
(Sindh)

Ministry of Finance,
Revenue and
Economic Affairs,

Finance Department

Finance Department

Finance Department

Finance Department

Food Department,
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Higher Education
Department, Punjab

Agriculture, Supply &
Prices Department,
Government of
Sindh,

Industries
Department, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa

Population Welfare
Department-Punjab

College Education
Department, Govt. of
Sindh

Ministry of Climate
Change
Ministry of Federal
Education and
Professional Training
Ministry of Finance,
Revenue and
Economic Affairs,
Ministry of Housing
and Works,

Ministry of Law and
Justice

Forest and Wildlife
Department,
Government of
Balochistan
Information
Department,
Government of
Balochistan
Irrigation
Department,
Government of
Balochistan
Local Govt. & Rural
Development
Department,
Govt.of Balochistan

Primary and
Excise, Taxation &
Secondary
Narcotics
Healthcare
Department, Govt. of
Department, Punjab
Sindh
Livestock and
Minerals
Fisheries
Development
Social Welfare
Department,
Department, Punjab Department, Govt. of
Sindh
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,
Planning and
Public Health
Women Development
Development
Engineering
Zakat & Ushr
Department,
Department,
Department, Khyber Department, Punjab
Government of
Government of
Pakhtunkhwa,
Balochistan
Labour Department,
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,

Ministry of National
Food Security &
Research,
Ministry of National
Health Services
Regulations &
Coordination
Ministry of Railways
Ministry of Science
and Technology
Ministry of Water
Resources

Table 1: Name of the federal ministries and provincial departments where information
requests were sent.
The Finance Ministry/Finance Department is the focal point of budget making activities.
They were sent 8 to 9 information requests. Each of the 10 randomly selected federal
ministry was sent 3 information requests. Five departments were also selected randomly
from each province. Each provincial department was sent 4 information requests.
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How the RTI were Quantied?
The response to the information requests were quantied as follow:
Option

Weightage

Information received from the ministry/department within time frame

3

Information received from the ministry/department after time frame/No response

0

Balochistan has recently enacted its new the Balochistan Right to Information Act, 2021,
repealing the Balochistan Freedom of Information Act, 2005. Although the law has
come into force, new structures under the law, including Right to Information
Commission, are not established yet. The information requests in Balochistan were sent
under both the laws.

What Information was Asked through Information
Requests?
The information requests were based on the Budget Calendar issued by nance
ministry/ nance departments. This Calendar is the part of Budget Call Circular (BCC)
that is issued to line ministries/departments, thus, indicating the start of the budget
making process. Finance ministry/ department issues call letters during the month of
September/October to all ministries/departments. This BCC contains detailed
instructions for developing draft budget proposal, template forms and detailed timelines
for achieving different milestones. A copy of information requests is provided in
Annexure A.
Following are the number of requests sent to nance ministries/departments:
Requests to Finance

Requests to selected
Ministries/Departments
Information
Requests sent
Provided

Total
requests
sent

Requests sent

Information
Provided

Federal

38

8

0

30

0

0

Balochistan

28

8

0

20

0

0

Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa

29

9

0

20

0

0

Punjab

28

8

0

20

0

0

Sindh

29

9

0

20

0

0

Total

152

42

0

110

0

0

Government

Total
Points
Earned

Table 2: Number of information requests sent to federal ministries/ provincial
departments and response received.
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Information Requests to Finance
Ministries/Departments
A total of 42 information requests were sent to nance ministries/departments. The
information asked was related to different meetings/decisions taken and documents
produced during budget making process. These information requests were drafted
based on milestones set by nance ministry/ department in the budget calendars. No
information requests from nance ministry/ nance departments were responded within
the stipulated timeframe. Appeals sent to appellate bodies (information commissions)
could not produce any positive response within the allowable timeframe.

Information Requests to Federal Ministries/Provincial
Departments

g

n

i

k

n

a

R

I

T

R

Information requests were sent to 10 randomly selected federal ministries and 5
provincial departments from each province. The total number of information requests
sent to these randomly selected ministries/ departments were 110. The names of the
ministries/departments can be found in Table 1. Out of these 110 information requests,
30 information requests were sent to federal ministries and 20 information requests
each to randomly selected provincial departments. Neither federal nor provincial
departments responded to information requests within the timeframe given in the
respective laws. Complaints were sent to the appellate bodies (information commission)
but even the intervention of Information Commission did not help in obtaining the
required information in permissible time frame.

As no information was received within time, the total marks obtained by each federal
ministries/provincial department is zero. The ranking of departments becomes
irrelevant.
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B. Enacted Documents and Stakeholders
Participation
Part B was designed to gauge the following:
A.
Availability and comprehensiveness of enacted budget documents;
B.
Availability of Citizens' Budget and its contents;
C.
Legislative oversight of executive during budget making and budget
implementation;
D.
Citizens participation in budget making process;
E.
In-Year Reports (IYRs), Mid-Year Reports (MYRs) and Year-End Reports (YERs);
F.
Audit Reports by Supreme Audit Institutions; and
G.
General Question on online availability of data.
This part consists of a total of 103 questions including 81 scoring questions.
Depending on the nature of the question, each scoring question either has 4
response options or 2 response options. The question with 4 responses has
maximum weightage of 3. Following example will explain it further:
Question: When are the In-Year Reports (IYRs) made available to the public?
Option

Weightage

At least every month, and within one month of the period covered

3

At least every quarter, and within one month of the period covered

2

At least every quarter, and within three months of the period covered

1

The IYRs are not released to the public, or are released more than three months after the
period covered

0

The Questions with two options are quantied as follow:
Question: Does the executive take concrete steps to receive input from vulnerable and
under-represented parts of the population on the implementation of the annual budget?

Option

Weightage

Yes, the executive takes concrete steps to receive input from individuals and/or organizations
representing vulnerable and underrepresented parts of the population on the implementation
of the annual budget.

3

No, the executive doesn't take concrete steps to receive input from individuals and/or
organizations representing vulnerable and underrepresented parts of the population on the
implementation of the annual budget.

1

There is only one question with ve options. The maximum weightage of this question
is 4. This question appears in Citizens' Budget Section and is copied here:
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Question: Which of the following information is provided in the Citizens Budget?
Option

Weightage

All four information

4

Any three of the above information

3

Any two of the above information

2

Any one of the the above information

1

None of the above information

0

How is this Year's Report Different from the Last Year?
Pthe methodology of this report is improvement to the last year reports. Three new
sections including IYR, MYR, YER, Audit, and broad questions on online availability of
budget documents are added this year.
Following is the summary of the ndings:

The Swiftness in Budget Approval Process
Contrary to international best practices, Budgets in Pakistan are passed by the
assemblies in relatively short period. Following graph shows the number of days taken
for discussion and enactment of budget by the assemblies. The rules of procedures for
national and all provincial assemblies required to have at least two clear days between
budget presentation and start of discussion on budget. If we subtract these three days
(one budget presentation day, and two clear days) the number of days for discussion and
approval for KP and Balochistan are as few as six.

Chart 1: Number of days budget is discussed in the assembly
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Chart 2: Showing the date of budget presentation in assembly, date of budget
publication, date of budget sharing with the media and enactment of budget
Chart 2 shows four different milestones reached for budget. These are 1) Date budget is
presented in the assembly, 2) Budget Publication date, 3) Budget made available to the
public including media and 4) Budget enactment date. For every assembly, the date for
rst three milestones is same. This implies that budget is made in total secrecy and no
information is shared with media or legislators before its presentation in the assemblies.
We have already discussed in RTI section above about the closed doors behind which the
executives formulate the budgets. From the 150 budget related information requests to
federal and provincial departments, not a single information request was answered.

Access to and Comprehensiveness of Budget Document
In this section, inquiry was made about the compliance to the internationally accepted
systems of budget classication; administrative, functional and economic/object. The
section also asks questions about the nancial and non-nancial assets held by the
governments and debt prole of the governments. Questions were also asked about the
estimated and actual gures for the years prior to the budget year and beyond the
budget year. The survey revealed that expenditure and revenue estimates for multi-years
(at least two years beyond the budget year) are not presented in budget documents. The
budget documents also do not show the multi-year estimates and actual expenditure for
the years preceding the budget year. For details about the survey questions see annex. B
In this section, there were a total of 29 scoring questions with a maximum score of 87.
Federal government topped the section, scoring 62 points (71%). Balochistan was at the
last position in the section with a score of 48 (55%). For this section, federal government
performed slightly better than the previous year with an addition of 2 points. Balochistan
further slipped from 53 points in previous years to 48 points this year.
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Chart 2: Showing the date of budget presentation in assembly, date of budget
publication, date of budget sharing with the media and enactment of budget
Chart 2 shows four different milestones reached for budget. These are 1) Date budget is
presented in the assembly, 2) Budget Publication date, 3) Budget made available to the
public including media and 4) Budget enactment date. For every assembly, the date for
rst three milestones is same. This implies that budget is made in total secrecy and no
information is shared with media or legislators before its presentation in the assemblies.
We have already discussed in RTI section above about the closed doors behind which the
executives formulate the budgets. From the 150 budget related information requests to
federal and provincial departments, not a single information request was answered.

Chart 3: Showing the score of federal and provincial ministries for comprehensiveness
of the budget documents

Citizens' Budget
Last year, Sindh did not prepare Citizens' Budget. This year, federal government decided
not to produce the Citizens' Budget. Although, Citizens' Budget was evaluated against 4
pre-dened criteria in the questionnaire, this year Citizens' Budget document showed
considerable qualitative improvement beyond these questions. KP published a 193
pages document with sufcient details. It is not the increase in number of pages alone for
which the attempt of the provincial government is appreciated. For the rst time, KP
government highlighted the development schemes segregated by district under the
chapter 'Something for Everyone.” Although the chapter could have been improved by
adding budget allocation against the development schemes. A serious attempt was
made to improve the quality of Citizens' Budget by Punjab government. The document
does not give the district development prole like KP, but a good detail is added for
development schemes under different administrative units. It is nice to see that the
tradition of printing Citizens' Budget is taking roots in Pakistan. Non-production of
Citizens' Budget from federal government came as a surprise.
The survey section of Citizens' Budget consists of seven questions; 3 general questions
and 4 scoring questions. The scoring questions focus on the contents of Citizens' Budget,
dissemination methods, and executive's mechanism to take citizens' opinions about the
contents of the Citizens' Budget.
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Chart 4: Showing the quality of Citizens' Budget produced by federal and provincial
governments

Budgeting for Equality
This section deals with the budget allocation for marginalized sections of the society. It
includes questions specic to budget allocation for women, children, minorities, and
people with disabilities. Pakistan has a week tradition of presenting budget with these
specic lenses. Provinces have a separate Women Development department. Couple of
them also have separate departments for minorities and persons with disabilities. But
what we are looking here is the overall effect of budget on these marginalized
communities.
Amongst the four aspects mentioned above, Gender Specic Budgeting is now almost
normal practice while formulating budget worldwide. In SAARC countries, the approach
has been used successfully in India, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan. There were some
donor-driven attempts to introduce Gender Responsive Budgeting in Pakistan 15 years
back, but it could not be sustained.
Similar approach has been adopted for other 3 categories. Survey revealed that budget
documents are not accompanied by any report or analysis on children, minorities and
PWDs specic budgeting. This section also asks one question about presentation of
development budget with respect to districts to illustrate geographic spread of budget in
districts.
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Chart 5: showing the budget specic allocation for marginalized sections of the society

Legislative Oversight of Budget
This part of the survey is designed to measure the legislative control of executives during
budget formulation, approval, and implementation. It consists of 12 questions.
This analysis depicts weak control of legislators over budgetary issues. Budget is not
shared with the legislators before it is presented in the assembly. Some provinces have
started the pre-budget sessions of the assemblies, but no report is available about the
acceptance and inclusion of proposals put forth by legislators into nal budget. On the
contrary, the executives have almost unlimited authority of budget engineering during
the implementation. They can release budget to any development scheme and can stop
the release to any scheme. Even the new schemes can be conceived in mid-year. The only
thing required is to get the approval of supplementary budget from the assembly at the
end of the year when expenditure has already been incurred.
All these circumstances warrant a professional oversight body to monitor the
implementation of budget throughout the year. Pakistan does not have any such body. It
is almost impossible for a civil society organization to play such role. Access to budget
expenditure data is difcult and is not shared with public in real time. The provinces of KP
and Sindh have made some progress towards openness and sharing data with the
public but there is still a lot that needs to be done. With a weak Right to Information
implementation regime in Pakistan, which is even weaker on budgetary issues, it takes
several months to create slightest of ripples in government departments.
This section consists of 12 scoring questions with a maximum score of 36. The survey
questions are about legislative authority to inuence budget during approval process, it
also enquires about the legislative powers before shifting of funds between
administrative units by executives.
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This section consists of 12 scoring questions with a maximum score of 36. The survey
questions are about legislative authority to inuence budget during approval process, it
also enquires about the legislative powers before shifting of funds between
administrative units by executives.
An important question in this section was 'how far in advance of the start of the budget
year do the legislators receive the Annual Budget Statement? The four options were 1)
Three months before the start of the budget year, 2) Two months before the start of the
budget year, 3) One month before the start of the budget year and 4) Less than one
month before the start of the budget year. All the ve legislatures received budget less
than one month before the start of the budget year which is against the international best
practices.

Chart 6: Showing the legislators control on budget making process

Citizens' Participation in Budget Making Process
Citizens' Participation in Budget Making Process has remained a major point of concern
for budget advocates in Pakistan. Over the years, there has not been much
improvement. Even the country like New Zealand who is otherwise ranked No. 1 in
Open Budget Survey has not performed equally well in terms of citizens' participation.
In Pakistan, no well-dened mechanism guaranteeing citizens' participation in budget
making process exists. This year the Punjab government solicited proposals through a
pre-budget consultation held in Feb 2021 with the support of SNG. It was attended by
'Government Representatives, development agencies, UN agencies, academics, civil
society organisations'. It was, however, an elite gathering, and no substantive steps were
taken to take the opinion of the citizens. It is also not clear that how many proposals
received during this consultation turned into governmental action.
Citizens' participation in the budget making process is gauged through 10 questions.
There are only two governments that have included some sort of participation
mechanism in the budget calendar. These are Balochistan and the Punjab governments.
Their budget calendar entries read as follows:
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Government

Calendar Entry

Responsible
Ministry/Department

Date

New Zealand scored 54% in citizens participation. Global average is 14%
.
https://www.internationalbudget.org/open-budget -survey/country-results/2019/newzealand last accessed on 05 Aug 20.
https://pk-sng.org/nance-department-punjab-holds-pre-budget-consultativeworkshop/ last accessed on 02 Sep 21
Balochistan

Pre-budget consultation meetings
with MPAs other stakeholders *

Finance

Nov 20 to Jan 21

Punjab

Pre-budget consultation meetings
with MPA's, Journalists and Public

Finance

15 Nov 20 to 31 Dec 20

The term Stakeholders is not clearly dened.
This budget calendar is the part of BCC and, although, the intended audience of the
BCC is the line ministries/departments, but this is available online and can be accessed
by citizens.
KP government planned pre-budget consultation, but with ministers in charge only.
There is no mention of stakeholders' consultation in the budget calendars of Federal and
Sindh governments.
The survey results also show that no line ministry or department has any mechanism for
citizens' participation in the budget process. Overall, the performance of all the
governments in the realm of citizens' participation has been very disappointing and
needs immediate action by the governments. Following are the overall statistics for
citizens' participation in the budget making process:

Chart 7: Showing the level of citizens' participation in Budget making process
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Reports
This section deals with three types of reports: In-Year Reports, Mid-Year Reports and Year
End Reports. These reports are about the budget expenditure data shared by the
government with the public. There is no such practice in any provincial and federal
government to release any such report. The KP and Sindh governments have recently
started to share budget data against development schemes at their website. No formal
report, however, is released by the governments. The Citizens must lter for a particular
scheme to know the budget release status of these schemes. In-Year Report means the
monthly or quarterly report released by the government. Mid-Year Report denotes to
mid-year consolidated report giving the status of the released budget and expenditures.
Year-end report marks the end-of-the-year report with the consolidated gures for the
entire year.

Chart 8: Status of release of Budget expenditure data to the citizens

Audit
The Section on Audit gives the information about the audit conducted by supreme audit
institution. In Pakistan, Auditor General is responsible for the audit of the government
expenditure and produce reports. The latest Audit Report available on the website of
Auditor General is for the year 2018-19. Only one type of report, compliance, is
available and can be downloaded from the website.
Total questions in this section were 5 with maximum points 15. Balochistan was at the top
with 9 points followed by the federal government with 7 points.
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Chart 9: Comprehensiveness of the audit reports

Online Availability of Resources
The last section enquires about online availability of budget resources for multiple years.

Chart 10: Showing the online availability of Budget resources for multiple years
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Overall Score
KP government ranked rst with 88 points, followed by the Punjab government at 85.
Sindh and the federal government ranked 3rd with 83 points each. Balochistan ranked
last with 81 points. The graph below shows that almost similar budget practices are
adopted by federal and provincial governments.

The Reform Agenda
1.

Before we discuss the reform agenda for budget process, we should not lose sight
of the weak right to information regime in Pakistan. During different RTI exercises,
it has already been noted that success rate of reactive disclosure is decreasing, and
budget related information is no exception. This research exercise has also pointed
towards the chasm between legislation and implementation of RTI regime in
Pakistan. Sending 150 information requests to federal ministries and provincial
departments with no response from any public body is a signicant issue. It is also
noted that information commissions keep the department engaged in lengthy
correspondence without taking the legal course as given in the law. A strong RTI
culture in the country will make the public bodies responsive to public and will be
helpful in creating the culture of transparency in the country.

2.

The average number of days that a provincial assembly takes for budget
discussion and approval is seven. Budget is a huge exercise with numbers of
volumes of varied sizes consisting of thousands of pages. It is impracticable to
comprehend the papers in this brief period. We have already seen that budget is
shared with the legislators only in the month of June and it must go through the
approval process before the start of the scal year. For a meaningful contribution
from the legislators, the budget should be shared with them at least three months
before its presentation in the assembly. If this is not possible under the current
practices, the number of days between the presentation of the budget in the
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assembly and start of discussion should be increased.
3.

To open the process for public, governments should share the gures of revised
estimates in time. Currently, the practice is not to share these gures with citizens
and press. These gures are brought in public domain only when budget for the
next year is announced. There should be an independent institution/commission to
monitor the release of budget and conduct budget analysis for budget formulation
and approval process.

4.

In Pakistan, there is no tradition of releasing monthly/quarterly or annual reports
on budget implementation for the benet of the public. The nance departments of
KP and Sindh have provided facility on their web portals to fetch the budget
implementation data for development and non-development budget, but this can
hardly be taken as an alternate to the release of periodic reports. Legislators
should take up this issue in the assembly, and nance departments/ministry should
be asked to release budget implementation reports monthly. This will help the
stakeholders to monitor the budget themselves and revised budget will not come
as a shock for them as it happens in some cases.

5.

The constitution and the budget rules give the executives an unlimited authority to
shift funds from one administrative unit to the other. This practice renders the
budget estimates useless as actual gures will be determined based on the revised
estimates. There should be a limit on the transfer of such administrative shifts.
Beyond a certain limit, approval of legislatives must be sought in advance before
the shifting of the funds.
There is no law in Pakistan that encourages participation of citizens in budget
formulation and implementation process. In the absence of such a law, citizens are
kept out of the whole budget exercise. Few governments, as a matter of routine,
include stakeholders' consultations (including citizens) in their budget calendars,
but such consultations are not in vogue. Even the budget calendar is not shared
proactively with the citizens. The citizens' inclusion in the budget process should be
legalized through legislation.

6.

7.

The budgets in Pakistan are not published in machine readable form. This makes it
impossible for researchers to sort the data and run diverse types of analysis on it.
Data should be presented in machine readable form, for example in excel, to
make it accessible for everyone.
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